This paper presents the story understanding mechanism for creating computer animation scenarios. The story understanding mechanism reads a natural language story and creates its scenario for realistic graphic animations. This paper presents three types of hidden actions and relations of actions that must be discovered for realistic animations of stories but which are not explicitly described in the stories. They are: 1) causality check among actions; 2) interpolation of a continuous action beyond a sentence; 3) interpolation of hidden actions between neighboring sentences. This paper also describes the inference mechanism which recognizes the need for interpolation of these hidden actions. Multiple TMS is introduced in the mechanism. The knowledge base is action-oriented, hence it is independent of individual stories' domains.
(1), The hare ran.
(2). The hare looked back. (3). The hare said, "the tortoise can never catch up with me". (4). The hare lay down on the grass.
("The Hare and The Tor~ise", Aesop's fable)
It is never thought that the hare would lie down while running with his face looking tn the reverse direction. If he were to do so, he would do a dive and his neck would be brokenl Any person can conjure up an accurate image of the hate's actions. Naturally lacking facts between sentences arc interpolated using the human reader's common-sense. We imagine that the hare stopped between (1) and (2), and looked forward between (3) and (4). However, if an animation producing program does not have this common-sense, it produces strange graphic animations when these sentences are not more explicitly described. The above scenario is merely one example of SDA's ability to interpolate curtailed expressions of action. In order for a story understanding program to laccurately accept input sentenees, it is imperative that such a common sense be built into the program.
SDA story understanding mechanism was constructed based on action-oriented knowledge. Knowledge related to actors' actions is independent of the content of individual stories, and is common to everyone since actors' movements are constrained by physical limitations of a human body. Although this story understanding approach is superficial, it allows for an extensive domain.
This kind of research which strictly infers occurrences of actions among natural language sentences has not been done yet. In this paper wo present various types of hidden actions among sentences and the inference mechanism to identify and interpolate them.
The whole SDA system is roughly described in [Takashima et al. 87 ].
Types of Hidden Actions to be Interpolated
There a~e three types of hidden actions and relations of actions to be interpolated among sentences. The above example shows a type of hidden actions to be interpolated. It can be stated as follows:
, Continuity of different actions between sentences: When an action in a sentence is not consecutive to any action in the previous ~ntence, bridging action(s) has/have to been found and added into the original text. The action "stop" between "run" at
(1) and "look hack" at (2) and the action "look forward"
between "look back" at (2) and "lie down" at (4) are examples.
SDA interpolates discriminately; if in the same context it must interpolate, if not in the same context, then it must not try to interpolate (e.g. "The frog lay down. The next morning, the frog went out.").
The following example includes the other two types of interpolations in it. The example is also from "The Hare and The Tortoise".
(5). The tortoise ran. (6). The tortoise ran as kicking up a cloud of dust. The other two types of hidden actions are:
• Causality among actions: When an action appears in a sentence, it must be verified whether it is independent of any other action or caused by other actions. If an action is caused by another action, it also ceases when its dependent action stops, (e.g. the relationship between "kick-up-a-cloud-of-dust" to "ran" and "sweat" to "run"). This verification is done between neighboring sentences whose agent is the same.
Continuity of an action beyond a sentence: An action is assumed to continue until it is explicitly ordered to stop if this action is a continuous type. Inference of the continuity of the action "kick-up-a-eloud-of-dnst" from (6) to (7) is an example.
SDA Story Understanding Mechanism
In order to accurately understand an input story, SDA performs four distinct operations:
[1] Extracting meanings of a sentence: Each sentence is parsed, its meanings extracted, and the meanings put into an independent block called world. Because our target story has a simple form, the sequence of its sentences becomes a chronological sequence. [2] Causality check among actions: When an action assertion is put into a world, its causal relationship to other actions is checked. If it is dependent on another action, the causality link is connected between the action and its independent action.
[3] Interpolation of hidden actions between neighboring sentences: Each action of the present sentence is also checked for its continuity to actions in the previous world. If some action is hidden between the previous world and this sentence, it is identified and added into the present world.
[4] Interpolation of a continuous action beyond a sentence: When there exist actions ~vhich are not mentioned in the present sentence but should continue from the previous sentence to the present sentence, they are added into the present world. Post-state, the lower part of a world, holds assertions which represent the state just after the time when the sentence is uttered.
For example, the world of (5) has the assertion "the tortoise runs" in its present-state, the assertion "the-act-of the tortoise is run" in its post-state (see Figure 1) .
the tortoise runs.
the-act-of the tortoise is run.
present-state post-state Figure 1 World of (5) This means that the tortoise is running during the sentence (5) 
Causality Check Among Actions"
The dictionary contains action causalities of verbs. When a verb or a verb phrase is processed, the SDA parser consults the dictionary. The following is a part of the dictionary for the verb phrase, "kick-up-a-eloud-of-dust":
kick-up-a-clond-o f-dnst if the-act-of *actor is tun then ;;; *actor is a variable, the agent of this action present-state:
*actor kick-up-a.eloud-of-dust. post-state:
true(the-act-of *actor is kick-up-a-clond-of-dusO supported-by( in(the assertion-id of "true(the-act-of*actor is run)") outO) else present-state: *actor kick.up-a-eloud-of-dust. post-state:
true(the-act-of ~actor is kick-up-a-cloud-of-dus0 as-premise
If the tortoise kicks up a cloud of dust when it is running, the action of "kick-up-a-cloud-of.dnst" is assumed to be caused by the "run"
~ction. Therefore, the corresponding assertion of tbe action "kick-,i~-a-cloud-of-dnst" is supported by tim "run" assertion. If the tor-,oise is not running at the time. the assertion of "kick-up-a-cloud-ofdust" is justified as a premise, whic h means that the tortoise is kicking up a cloud of dust while standing at a point, This causality between different actions is used as a dependency directed link for TMS.
Interpolation of Hidden Actions Between Sentences
Interpolation of bidden actions is accomplished by using goal directed search. When a sentence is processed and its assertions arc extracted, the system picks up each assertion, and then makes an inspection to determine whether the action of each assertion is continuous from the state of the previous world or not. The continuity is inspected by checking whether the pre-condition of the action is satisfied in the post-state of the previous world or not. Each verb is specified its pre-conditton and post-condition in the dictionary.
Pre-condition is the constraint to be satisfied just before the act of a verb. Post-conditlon is the state to be achieved just after the act of a verb. For example, the dictionary indicates that in order to "stop", the agent must be going on foot (pre-condition), and after the agent "stop"s, it must be standing (post-condition).
If an action in the present sentence is continuous from the post-state of the previous world, it is simply put into the present world. If it is not continuous, the system searches for a sequence of found, the abridged actions in the sequence arc added into the original assertion. Then, the modified assertion is put into the world.
The sentence (2) "the hare looked back" is modified to "the hare stopped and looked hack" in order to satisfy the pre-condition of the verb phrase "looked back". The related pieces of the dictionary are shown below.
look-back pre-eondition: ( the-state-of the agent is not in the reverse direction OR nothing is mentioned regarding the direction ) AND the-state-of the agent is standing. post-condition:
the-state-of the agent is in the reverse direction. Worm of (6), (7) and (g) other. If two assertions cannot coexist, the one copied from the previous world is deleted. Figure 2 shows the worlds corresponding to sentence (6), (7) and (8).
Here, the world of(6) is already troth-maintained. After the sentence (7) is analyzed and its meanings are stored into the world of (7), the two assertions In the post-state of (6) are copied into the post-state of (7). TMS then deletes the duplicated assertion, "the-act-of the tortoise is run". The assertion "the-act-of the tortoise is kick-up-acloud-of-dust" remains in the post-state of (7).
Generally an assertion in a post-state corresponds to an assertion which presents the causal action in a present-state of the same world. For example, "the-act-of the tortoise is ran" is corresponding to "the tortoise runs". When an assertion is added into the post-state of the present world by copied from the previous world and has no correspondence in the present-state of the present world, its corresponding assertion is created and put into the present-state of the present world by the system. Therefore, in this situation the corresponding assertion, "The tortoise kick-up-a-cloud-of-dusts" is created and added into the present-state of (7). The present-state of world of (7) shows that the tortoise is running while sweating and kicking up a cloud of dust (present-state), and afterwards continues to mn while sweating and kicking up a cloud of dust (post-state).
After the meanings of the sentence (8) are stored into the worm of (8), three assertions are copied from the world of (7) to the world of (8). Next, because "act-of run" and "state-of standing" are exclusive, the assertion "the-act-of the tortoise is run" is deleted by TMS according to the exclusive action elimination rule. Then, two other assertions in the post-state of (8) which were supported by the deleted assertions are subsequently eliminated according to the dependency-directed backtracking mechanism of TMS. Now, the world of (8) has only one assertion, "the-state-of the tortoise is standing", in the post-state of (8), which means the tortoise is standing and stopped kicking up a cloud of dust and sweating.
After all the story is processed and represented as chronologieal sequences of worlds, assertions in thi~ present-state of each worm are gathered and transformed into a scenario for the stage directing module. actions. The whole story understanding system is implemented using Prolog on vax111780.
System Configuration

Conclusion
This paper presents the story understanding mechanism for creating computer animation scenarios. The story understanding mechanism reads a natural language story and creates its scenario for realistic graphic animations. This paper presents three types of hidden actions and relations of actions that must be discovered for realistic animations of stories but which are not explicitly described in the stories, This paper also describes the inference mechanism which recognizes the need for interpolation of these hidden actions and relations. The transition in a story is reflected by chronological sequences of multiple worlds, each of which is monitored by TMS.
A world holds extracted assertions representing the situation inherent in a sentence. Each world is compared with its neighboring worms, and assertions in the worm are added/deleted/modified in the following three processes:
• Causality check among actions.
• Interpolation of a continuous action beyond a sentence.
• Interpolation of hidden actions between neighboring sentences.
The knowledge base is aedon-oriented, hence it is independent of individual stories' domains. Currently, the story understanding mechanism works well for several fables. 
